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ABSTRACT
Reliance on Thermal Barrier Coatings (TBC) to reduce the amount of air used for turbine vane cooling is beneficial both from the standpoint of reduced NOx production, and as a means of improving cycle efficiency through improved component efficiency. It is shown that reducing vane cooling from 10% to 5% of mainstream air can lead to NOx reductions of nearly 25% while maintaining the same rotor inlet temperature. An analysis is given which shows that, when a TBC is relied upon in the vane thermal design process, significantly less coolant is required using internal cooling alone compared to film cooling. This is especially true for small turbines where internal cooling without film cooling permits the surface boundary layer to remain laminar over a significant fraction of the vane surface.

Nomenclature

\[ \alpha_2 \] Exit flow angle
\[ \eta \] Film effectiveness
\[ \mu \] Dynamic viscosity
\[ \rho \] Density
\[ \phi \] Gas-to-wall temperature ratio

Subscripts
\[ 40 \] Vane inlet
\[ 41 \] Vane exit
\[ AW \] Adiabatic wall
\[ C \] Coolant
\[ CI \] Coolant inlet
\[ CR \] Cross flow
\[ EFF \] Effective
\[ EXT \] Coolant extracted
\[ f \] Combustion
\[ FILM \] Film cooling
\[ G \] Mainstream gas
\[ I \] Coolant side
\[ J \] Impingement jet
\[ M \] Metal
\[ MI \] Coolant side metal temperature
\[ O \] Exterior side
\[ S \] Surface
\[ TBC \] Thermal Barrier Coating
\[ TBCI \] TBC interior
\[ TBCO \] TBC exterior

INTRODUCTION
The two primary reasons for reducing the fraction of compressor discharge air used for turbine vane cooling are the likelihood of reducing NOx production, and an improvement in component efficiency. Cycle efficiency is improved, without raising the rotor inlet temperature, by improvements in the component efficiencies. Reducing the amount of vane coolant air lowers the combustor outlet (vane inlet), temperature, while maintaining a constant rotor inlet temperature. A lower vane inlet temperature should result in reduced NOx production. The desirability of NOx reduction for aircraft and especially ground power applications is widely recognized. NOx production is a very non-linear function of temperature[1]. Even a small reduction in combustion temperature can have a significant impact on NOx production.
Even though vane cooling air is described as non-chargeable air because it is available for work extraction in the rotor, there is a performance penalty to the vane. Because it is non-chargeable air, this cooling air often exceeds 10% of the mainstream air. This high fraction of coolant air reduces vane efficiency. Reed and Turner[2] analyzed a two stage HP turbine, and presented their results as an entropy increase across each blade row. The entropy increase was divided into an aerodynamic loss and a mixing loss. The vane aerodynamic loss was due to boundary layer growth. The entropy increase due to mixing was strongly influenced by coolant flows. For the first stage vane, with a coolant flow rate of 9%, the entropy increase due to mixing was 119% of the aerodynamic entropy increase. For the second stage vane, with a coolant flow rate of only 2%, the entropy increase due to mixing was only 15% of the aerodynamic entropy increase. In addition, the broad cooled wakes associated with highly cooled vanes increase the unsteadiness seen by the rotor. Wilcock et al.[3], as well as MacArthur[4] point out that reductions in the required cooling fractions are needed before higher turbine inlet temperatures yield greater cycle efficiency.

Thermal Barrier Coatings(TBCs) have the promise of greatly reducing coolant flow requirements. However, they are subject to spallation. A conservative design approach is to design without relying on the insulating properties of the TBCs, and then apply them for their beneficial properties. Future improvements in TBC bond coats will reduce the likelihood of spallation. TBCs may then be relied on to reduce cooling flow rates. With reliance on TBCs the sensitivity of cooling flow rates to design parameters changes.

Arts et al.[5] showed that at moderate Reynolds numbers much of the suction surface of a solid vane remained laminar at an inlet turbulence of intensity of 6%. However, Arts[6] showed that just the presence of film cooling holes caused abrupt transition at the hole. A cooling scheme using only internal cooling, where the flow remains laminar, may be preferable to one using film cooling, where the flow transitions to turbulent near the leading edge.

Using only internal cooling is impractical when large amounts of cooling air have to be ejected from the trailing edge. To avoid an unacceptably thick trailing edge, current designs limit the coolant flow in this region to a few percent of the mainstream flow. The majority of the coolant is utilized as film cooling.

First, this paper illustrates the importance of reductions of turbine vane coolant as it relates to NOx production. Second, the paper examines the effects of utilizing TBCs on approaches to turbine vane cooling. In light of the reduced heat load associated with TBCs, the paper shows the conditions under which internal vane cooling alone may be preferred over film cooling. While most cooling schemes use a combination of both internal and film cooling, the discussion focuses cooling the entire vane with only internal cooling or film cooling. Depending on the effectiveness level, film cooling often requires additional internal cooling in order to maintain acceptable vane temperatures.

In comparing internal only and film cooling several assumptions have to be made. To justify these assumptions several aspects of vane heat transfer are examined. Experimental and computational vane external heat transfer results are discussed. The choice of appropriate blowing ratios and film effectiveness values are examined. The sensitivity of required cooling to the fraction of cooling used for film cooling is analyzed. An impingement internal cooling scheme is chosen for comparing the required flow rates, because of its compatibility with two dimensional analysis. Finally, comparisons are shown for internal only and film cooling with and without TBC coatings at two vane Reynolds numbers.

DISCUSSION of RESULTS

NOx Reduction

NOx production is very sensitive to temperature, and it is very desirable to reduce NOx production. Reducing the combustor outlet temperature, $T_{40}$, substantially reduces NOx production. For a constant rotor inlet temperature, $T_{41}$, reducing the amount of vane coolant lowers the vane inlet temperature, $T_{40}$. By maintaining $T_{41}$ constant, the turbine output power is unaffected.

Vane cooling air, $w_C$, often exceeds 10% of the main flow air. Rotor coolant air, which is chargeable air, since it does no work in the first stage, is generally less than 5% of $w_{40}$. Vane coolant air comes from the compressor discharge at a temperature, $T_C$, approximately half of the vane outlet temperature, $T_{41}$. A constant $C_p$ heat balance gives:

$$T_{41} = \frac{T_{40}}{1 + w_C/w_{40}(1 - T_C/T_{41})}$$

Shuman[7] showed NOx production as a function of temperature for different combustors. This reference showed that the slopes of the lines for different combustors are similar. Mello et al.[8] gives a rate of NOx production as:

$$NOx = C exp(-a/T)$$

where $a = 23360^\circ K$, and the constant $C$ incorporates other combustor parameters.

Tacina et al.[9] correlated NOx production as a function of fuel-to-air ratio, combustor inlet temperature, $T_3$, pressure, $P_3$, pressure drop, $\Delta P/P_3$. The combustor inlet temperature, $T_3$, equals the coolant temperature, $T_C$. The
combustion temperature, $T_i$, was found by assuming a fuel-to-air ratio, and Jet-A fuel properties. Figure 1 shows the NOx production as a function of $T_i$, and $T_3/T_i$ using the correlation of reference 9 that best agrees with their data in the neighborhood of 2000°K. In this correlation the exponent for the fuel-to-air ratio was 3.88. The effect of variations in $T_3/T_i$ is relatively minor. Increasing $T_3$ at constant fuel-to-air ratio, increases NOx production. But, increasing $T_3$ at constant $T_i$ decreases the fuel-to-air ratio, which tends to offset the NOx production due to increased $T_3$.

Figure 1 also shows the NOx production for natural gas combustors using the relationship of reference 8. This paper’s focus is on the change in NOx production with temperature, and not on the absolute NOx level. The constant, $C$, in the above equation from reference 8 was chosen to give the same NOx level as that of reference 9 at $T_i = 2000°K$, and $T_3/T_i = 0.5$. Even though the curves are derived from different sources, the slopes in the high temperature region are similar.

Figure 2 shows the ratio of NOx production with vane coolant, NOx($T_{40}$), to NOx production without vane coolant, NOx($T_{41}$). Curves are shown for two vane coolant to vane exit temperature ratios, and for three coolant to main stream flow rate ratios. These curves were generated assuming $T_{40} = T_i$. In practice $T_{40}$ is less than $T_i$ due to combustor cooling. Tacina et al.[9] state that combustor cooling should be on the order of 10% of the mainstream flow. Calculations of NOx production, which accounted for combustor cooling, gave almost the same ratios as are shown in figure 2.

Figure 2a shows ratios determined using the correlation of reference 8, where the ratio of NOx production is $exp(-a/T_{40})/exp(-a/T_{41})$. While the ratio of NOx production goes down with increasing $T_{41}$, the actual NOx production increases rapidly with temperature. At $T_{41} = 2000°K$ a reduction of 0.05 in the coolant flow rate gives a reduction in NOx of over 25% at $T_C/T_{41} = 0.4$, and of nearly 20% at the higher coolant temperature ratio.

Figure 2b shows ratios determined using the correlation of Tacina et al.[9]. Except that the ratio is less sensitive to $T_{41}$, the results at high temperatures are similar in the two figures. The much steeper slope at low $T_{41}$ values shown in figure 1 for the relationship of reference 8 is the reason why the NOx production ratio is greater at low temperatures in figure 2a than in figure 2b. Reducing the coolant flow rate lowers NOx production. A reasonable goal is to reduce $w_C$ from 10 to 5% of $w_{40}$. Both parts of figure 2 show that this could result in a 25% reduction in NOx. Improved combustor designs will result in lower NOx production. But, due to its sensitivity to combustion temperature, NOx production will remain sensitive to the vane coolant flow rate ratio.

Fig. 1 NOx production for $P_3 = 2760\, kPa$, $\Delta P/P_3 = 3\%$.

Fig. 2 Ratio of NOx production with vane coolant to NOx production with no coolant
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Comparison of film and internal cooling

External heat transfer data. Experimental data show that just the presence of film cooling holes causes a tripping of a laminar boundary layer to turbulent. At low Reynolds numbers this can result in large relative heat transfer increases. Figure 3 illustrates this. The data from Arts et al.[5], for a solid vane, and from Arts[6], for the same vane with cooling holes are shown. In the experiments of Arts[6] there were two rows of closely spaced film cooling holes on both the pressure and suction surface. The suction surface coolant rows were at surface distances of 0.0166 and 0.0186 meters. On the pressure surface the distances were -0.0107 and -0.0134 meters. The symbols for case 235 are for the solid vane at an inlet turbulence intensity of 6%. C036 data are for the same turbulence intensity, and no flow through the cooling holes. These data show a rapid increase in suction surface heat transfer near the cooling holes. The effect of tripping the boundary layer is strongly dependent on Reynolds number and turbulence level. On the pressure surface, where the local Reynolds number is lower, there is not a significant heat transfer increase at the cooling holes. For the case shown, the average heat transfer increase for the suction surface downstream of the holes is nearly 30%, even though the solid vane heat transfer is higher after transition.

Also shown in figure 3a are experimental data for blowing ratios close to one. To prevent hot gas ingestion in engine applications the cooling plenum total pressure exceeds the gas side total pressure. Therefore, local blowing ratios are typically one or greater. Tests were conducted with either suction (SS) or pressure (PS) side blowing, but not both simultaneously. Here $h_{EFF}$ is the effective heat transfer coefficient, which accounts for the effects of film cooling, and is proportional to the heat transfer rate. $h_{EFF} = q/(T_3 - T_S)$ Comparing the 1% and 6% turbulence intensity results show that high inlet turbulence reduces the benefits of film cooling. The C040 results show a noticeable increase in pressure side heat transfer, as a result of suction surface blowing. This implies that suction surface blowing upstream of the throat increases freestream velocities near the pressure surface.

Figure 3b shows the experimental data for a Reynolds number of $2 \times 10^6$. The solid vane transitions at about the same location as the film cooled vane. On the suction surface the transition length is longer, even though the turbulence intensity is greater. There is no film cooling in the leading edge region. In this region, and on the pressure surface the heat transfer is lower. Without any coolant the lower turbulence causes lower heat transfer in both the leading edge region, and on the pressure surface. When cooling is present the heat transfer is lower on both the suction and pressure surfaces. However, based on the results in figure 2a, the heat transfer reduction would be less if the inlet turbulence were higher.

The appropriate Reynolds number for comparisons is largely determined by the size of the vane. Many modern turbines are designed for an inlet pressure near 35 atmospheres, and a temperature near 2000°K. Since $\rho V$ is a maximum at sonic conditions, a vane row exit Reynolds number is relatively insensitive to the vane pressure ratio. For these conditions the unit Reynolds number, $(\rho V/\mu)$ is approximately 500000cm$^{-1}$. A small aircraft or micro turbine, with an axial chord of 1 cm, and a true chord of 2 cm, has a vane true chord exit Reynolds number of nearly a million. The Reynolds number could be several million
for large aircraft or ground power turbines. At cruise an aircraft engine vane Reynolds number is reduced by about a factor of three. A moderate size aircraft engine at cruise, or a small ground power engine has true chord vane exit Reynolds numbers in the one-to-two million range.

References 5 and 6, and references 10 to 12 show experimental vane heat transfer at moderate to high turbulence levels. Average suction surface exit Stanton numbers were in the range 0.001 < St < 0.002. Nealy et al.[10] measured midspan average suction surface Stanton number of 0.0013 and 0.0016 for two vane geometries at exit true chord Reynolds numbers of $2.5 \times 10^6$. Inlet turbulence intensities were 6 to 8 percent. Radomsky and Thole[11] measured average suction surface midspan vane Stanton numbers of 0.0020 and 0.0022 for an exit Reynolds number of $1.1 \times 10^6$, and turbulence intensities of 10 and 20%. They also showed $St \propto Re^{-0.2}$. Adjusting the Stanton numbers of reference 11 to the Reynolds number of reference 10 gives Stanton numbers of 0.0019 and 0.0017. Harasgama and Wedlake[12] measured full vane heat transfer over a range of Reynolds numbers, and an inlet turbulence intensity of 6.5%. At their highest Reynolds number of $5.2 \times 10^6$ the average midspan suction surface Stanton number was 0.0012. This midspan suction surface Stanton number was greater than the spanwise average for the suction surface. Correcting the 0.0012 value to the Reynolds number of reference 10 increases it to 0.0014.

These references generally show average pressure surface Stanton numbers about 80% of the average suction surface value. An exception is the data of Harasgama and Wedlake[12]. Their high Reynolds number data showed that the average pressure and suction surface heat transfer rates were nearly equal, due to pressure surface transition very close to the leading edge.

A Stanton number of 0.001 gives a reasonable approximation for the entire vane surface. For a gas temperature of $2000^\circ K$, and a unit Reynolds number of $5000000 m^{-1}$, a Stanton number of 0.001 corresponds to a heat transfer coefficient of $4340 W/m^2K$.

Leading edge region data show much larger variations in heat transfer coefficients. Heat transfer in the leading edge region can be determined from $Nu_D = C\sqrt{Re_D}$, C is about 1.4 to account for high turbulence levels. $Re_D$ is the inlet Reynolds number based on the leading edge diameter, D. $Re_D$ can vary by more than a factor of ten between small and large engines. The external heat transfer coefficient, $h_o$, is proportional to $\sqrt{Re_D}/D$. The inlet-to-exit Reynolds number ratio changes with the exit flow angle, and the diameter-to-chord ratio varies among different design approaches. Giel et al.[13] showed that for a high $Re_D = 2.1 \times 10^6$, and a turbulence level near 8%, the peak leading edge heat transfer had a corresponding exit Stanton number of 0.0025. The average over the leading edge region was less than 0.002.

Leading edge film cooling heat transfer rates and effectiveness strongly depend on the turbulence level. The blowing ratio is typically given as the ratio of the local mass flux to the inlet mass flux. In practical applications this value is likely to be close to one, in order to avoid hot gas ingestion. Ekkad et al.[14] measured heat transfer coefficients and effectiveness values on a leading edge cylindrical model for different turbulence intensities and density ratios. For an included angle of ±70°, the average heat transfer increased linearly with the coolant momentum flux ratio. At their highest turbulence intensity of 7%, the increase was 50% at a momentum flux ratio of 1.5. For momentum flux ratios between 1 and 1.5 the effectiveness was between 0.12 and 0.14.

External heat transfer predictions. CFD calculations for heat transfer distributions on a film cooled vane or rotor blade are more complex than those for a solid blade. This is especially true when the calculations include the cooling hole and plenum geometries. Garg[15] gave results for several comparisons for film cooled blade heat transfer. Several of these comparisons were made using the NASA GlennHT 3D Navier-Stokes code described by Steinthorson et al.[16]. This code is a generalized multiblock finite volume code.

Figure 4 compares CFD predictions using the GlennHT code with the data of Arts[6] for true chord exit Reynolds numbers of 1 and 2 million. The computational domain was the midspan section of the vane. Symmetric boundary conditions were applied in the spanwise direction. In addition to the main stream flow path, the plenums, and the cooling passages within the vane were incorporated into the CFD model. Calculations were done with either no coolant air or with flow from both plenums simultaneously, $T_C/T_G$ ratios of 0.728 and 0.5. The value of 0.728 corresponds to the experimental data, and the value of 0.5 is more typical of actual engine applications. The data were obtained with blowing from only one of the two plenums during each test. Thus, in figure 4a, the C040 data are for suction side blowing, but no pressure side blowing. The C060 data are for pressure side blowing, but no suction side blowing. Comparisons are shown for blowing ratios that are either zero or close to one. Near the cooling holes there is a sharp spike in the predicted pressure side heat transfer. On the suction side the data show a heat transfer rise consistent with tripping the boundary layer just due to the presence of the cooling holes.

For all three parts of figure 4, the fully turbulent heat transfer prediction exceeds the pressure surface data. However, for the rear half of the pressure surface the change in heat transfer with film cooling is reasonably well predicted. At $Re = 1 \times 10^6$ the leveling off of the experimental pressure surface heat transfer may be due to a relaminization effect, which is not captured in the turbulence modeling.
However, at the higher Reynolds number there is no evidence of relaminarization in the data, and the prediction is still higher than the data. Comparisons are made matching the experimental blowing ratio. The analysis gave a smaller discharge coefficient than the data, and for the same plenum pressure the calculated cooling flows were lower than the experimental flows. On the pressure surface, lower coolant flows reduced the peak heat transfer just downstream of the coolant holes, but increased the heat transfer for the remainder of the pressure surface. The peak in pressure surface heat transfer is not seen in the data. Conduction within the vane, which was not considered in the analysis, may be partially responsible for the lack of a corresponding peak in the experimental data. In the leading edge region the predictions agree with the data. The predictions show early suction surface transition when either the inlet turbulence is high, 6% in figure 4a, or when the Reynolds number is high, 2 x 10^6 in figure 4c. If film cooling is not used in the leading edge region, accurate transition predictions are needed in the turbulence modeling.

Comparisons between predictions and data for the suction surface show that early transition may be somewhat responsible for the high heat transfer prediction. Downstream of the cooling holes the predicted level is too high, but in figures 4a and 4c the change in heat transfer with distance is well predicted. Predictions show larger than measured decreases in heat transfer with film cooling. In figure 4b the film cooled suction surface heat transfer prediction agrees well with the data. In figure 4a the prediction is lower than the data, and in figure 4c the prediction is higher. Overall, the agreement is reasonably good.

Figure 4b shows that the benefits of not tripping the boundary layer can approach the benefits of film cooling without the penalty of added cooling air. The solid symbols are for the solid vane, and are at a higher inlet $T_u$ of 6%. The exit Mach number, $M_2$ in, is than in figure 4a, and the suction surface pressure gradients are more favorable. For the solid vane transition is supressed until a distance of over 0.06m. At this location the film cooled prediction with $T_C/T_G = 0.5$ has only a slightly lower heat transfer than the solid vane. The No-Flow heat transfer data also show the effects of a more favorable pressure gradient. Figures 4a and 4b show nearly the same peak suction surface heat transfer just downstream of the cooling holes, but the stronger favorable pressure gradient at the higher Mach number results in a significantly lower heat transfer for the remainder of the suction surface. The tests were done for vanes with constant span. Engines typically have converging endwalls, which strengthen the favorable pressure gradients. The converging endwalls effectively move the leading further aft on the vane. Schiele et al.[17] measured vane heat transfer over a range of Reynolds numbers and turbulence intensities for an aft loaded vane at an exit Mach number of 0.64. They showed that, at an exit chord Reynolds number over 900,000, suction surface transition

Fig. 4 Comparison of heat transfer predictions with data
did not occur upstream of the throat, even when the inlet turbulence intensity was 13.5%. They attributed the delay of transition to the favorable pressure gradient, which was a consequence of the aft loading. Approaches to predicting transition, as well as heat transfer augmentation due to high freestream turbulence have been discussed by Boyle et al.,[18] and others.

The calculations with $T_C/T_G = 0.5$ show that the heat transfer approaches zero only near the suction surface distance of 0.04m. Even near the pressure surface cooling holes, and downstream of the cooling holes on both the pressure and suction surfaces, substantial internal cooling is required to maintain a surface temperature less than the gas temperature.

While the overall agreement between analysis and data is not as good as one would like, the predictions show the correct trends. To verify that the disagreements were due to modeling assumptions, and not to grid effects, check cases were run. Changes in the near wall grid spacing, at a near constant spacing ratio, resulted in no significant heat transfer differences. The predictions shown in figure 4 are with the finer grid spacing, with first node near wall $y^+\approx 1$. Because of the high pressure surface heat transfer near the coolant holes, the manner in which the coolant entered the plenum was varied. At the same blowing ratios, the heat transfer was nearly identical.

Vane loss calculation. The average loss in total pressure was calculated for three of the predictions shown in figure 4b. When there was flow out of the coolant holes at the experimental temperature, the total pressure loss increased by 8%. This increase was caused by a total coolant flow rate of only 1.8% of the mainstream flow. There was an additional loss increase of one percent when $T_C/T_G$ was reduced to 0.5. Lowering the coolant temperature increases the coolant mass flow rate. Extrapolating these results to high coolant flow rate ratios shows nearly a forty percent increase in total pressure loss due to a ten percent coolant-to-mainstream flow rate ratio.

Film cooling blowing ratio. The ratio of film cooling to mainstream flow is given by:

$$\frac{u_{C-FILM}}{u_{40}} = \frac{\pi d_c^2}{4P} \sum_{i=1}^{Nrows} (M_{REF})_i$$

where $P$ is the vane pitch, $p$ is the cooling hole pitch in the spanwise direction, and $Nrows$ is the number of rows. This shows that the cooling hole diameter, $d_c$, should be as small as practical, even when $p/d_c$ remains constant. $M_{REF}$ is the reference blowing ratio, and is given by:

$$M_{REF} = \frac{(\rho V)_{INLET}}{(\rho V)_{LOCAL}} M_{LOCAL}$$

Average film cooling effectiveness. Since the coolant hole total pressure should exceed the freestream total pressure, and the cooling temperature is about half of the freestream temperature, ideal $M_{LOCAL}$ values approach two. Because of entrance losses, practical blowing ratios are near one.

To minimize film cooling usage the number of film cooling rows and the size of the holes should be as small as possible. This leads to widely spaced rows of holes. The film cooling configuration of Arts[6] had pressure and suction surface lengths downstream of the cooling holes of 100 and 140 hole diameters. Other than near the leading edge, the mid point of the distance covered by film cooling is often on the order of 50 diameters. There are many film cooling studies, references 18 to 20 for example, which show that the average effectiveness over a distance of 100 hole diameters is approximately 0.1. Bons et al.[19] showed that the high effectiveness close to the cooling holes for a low blowing ratio of 0.75 is greatly diminished by high freestream turbulence. With a turbulence intensity of 17% the effectiveness 50 diameters from the cooling hole was reduced to 0.05. This reference showed a smaller decrease in film effectiveness due to turbulence at a blowing ratio of 1.5. At 50 hole diameters the effectiveness increased to 0.08. For a turbulence intensity of 1% the effectiveness at 50 hole diameters was close to 0.14 at either blowing ratio. Takeishi et al.[20] showed turbine vane suction surface effectiveness values near 0.14 at 50 hole diameters. Pressure surface effectiveness was even lower, being 0.04 at 50 diameters. These results are very similar to those reported by Drost and Boles[21]. Higher average effectiveness values are sometimes reported. However, these are for either low blowing ratio, or in the presence of low turbulence.

Sensitivity to internal heat transfer. For film cooling the ratio of heat transfer with film cooling to heat transfer without film cooling, $q_{RATIO}$, is given by:

$$q_{RATIO} = \frac{q_{FILM}}{q_{NO-FILM}} = \frac{h_{FILM}}{h_{NO-FILM}} (1 - \frac{\eta}{\phi})$$

If $\eta/\phi$ is at least one, no internal cooling is needed, and the only requirement is to provide sufficient cooling to achieve the desired value for $\eta$. The two parameters $\phi$, and $\eta$ are given by:

$$\phi = (T_G - T_S)/(T_G - T_C)$$

$$\eta = (T_G - T_{RAW})/(T_G - T_C)$$

$T_S$ increases for designs relying on TBCs relative to designs which do not rely on the insulating properties of TBCs. If $1 - \eta/\phi$ is less than zero, there is no need for internal cooling. However, at high turbulence levels the average value for $\eta$ is low, so that internal cooling may still be required when TBCs are used.
Table I. Values used in analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Inconel</th>
<th>TBC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity, $k$, W/mK</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness, $t$, mm</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k/t$, W/m²K</td>
<td>20700</td>
<td>3333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat transfer coefficient, $h$, W/m²K</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>4500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h/(k/t)\text{METAL}$</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.217</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As coolant air is withdrawn from the blade, there is less coolant available for internal cooling. Han, Dutta, and Ekkad [22] show that for a variety of internal cooling arrangements the Nusselt number is proportional to the Reynolds number to a power, $n$. This exponent is generally between 0.65 and 0.75. The local coolant flow rate is proportional to the Reynolds number. If all of the coolant is used for film cooling, the average Reynolds number is half the inlet value. Consequently, the average internal heat transfer is reduced by nearly 40%.

Figure 5 illustrates the effect of withdrawing coolant on the amount of coolant required to maintain a constant maximum metal temperature. These results are for a coolant-to-gas temperature ratio of 0.5, and a maximum metal temperature-to-gas temperature ratio of 0.7. Also this figure was determined using nominal values for Inconel and TBC thermal conductivities [23 and 24], and thicknesses [25]. They are given in Table I. This table also includes a mid-range value for the external heat transfer coefficient. Variations in the properties shown in Table I resulted in figures similar to figure 5. Appendix A gives the details of the calculations used to generate figure 5.

The positive slopes of the curves in figure 5 result from lower internal heat transfer as the fraction of total coolant used for film cooling is increased. Even though with film cooling the effective heat transfer coefficient, $h_{EFF}$, is generally lower than the actual heat transfer coefficient, $h_{O}$, Film cooling increases $h_{O}$ compared to no film cooling. This increase can be substantial, if film cooling causes a laminar boundary layer to become turbulent.

Comparing figures 5a and 5b shows that the coolant flow ratio is less sensitive to $h$ variations when the TBC coating is present. The relationship between $\eta$ and $h$ is illustrated in this figure. With a TBC coating an $\eta = 0.2$ and a $h_{\text{FILM}}/h_{\text{NOFILM}} = 2$ gave the same results as when $\eta = 0.1$ and the heat transfer ratio was 1.0. Both parts of figure 5 show that even if the heat transfer ratio is 1, but nearly all the coolant is used for film cooling, there is no reduction in required coolant for $\eta$ values less than 0.2. Even though the decrease in $\eta$ with distance from the cooling holes is to some extent compensated by $h_{\text{FILM}}/h_{\text{NOFILM}}$ approaching one, there is a significant increase in required coolant if a substantial fraction of the coolant is used for film cooling.

Figure 5 does not account for any increase in the average coolant temperature for either film or non-film cooled vanes. For flow in the spanwise direction, and no film cooling the average coolant temperature increases as the flow progresses. With film cooling there is a decrease in the flow rate as the flow progresses. Either way, the internal heat transfer increases to accommodate the rise in the coolant temperature. This can be shown by equating the heat load based on the inlet coolant temperature, $T_{CI}$, and a required internal heat transfer coefficient, $h_{\text{IN-REQ}}$, with the one based on the average coolant temperature, $T_{C}$, and the actual heat transfer coefficient, $h_{1}$. Equating the
Fig. 6 Increase in cooling required due to fluid heating.

internal heat load gives:

\[ \frac{h_{\text{L-REQ}}}{h_1} = \frac{(T_{\text{MI}} - T_{\text{CI}})}{(T_{\text{MI}} - T_{\text{C}})} = 1 + \frac{(T_{\text{C}} - T_{\text{CI}})}{(T_{\text{MI}} - T_{\text{C}})} \]

For no film cooling:

\[ T_{\text{C}} = T_{\text{CI}} + h_1 A_S (T_{\text{MI}} - T_{\text{C}})/(2 w_C C_P) \]

where \( A_S \) is the surface area of the vane. In terms of the heat transfer ratio this becomes:

\[ \frac{h_{\text{L-REQ}}}{h_1} = 1 + \frac{h_1 A_S}{(2 w_C C_P)} \]

With all cooling going to film cooling the average flow rate is reduced by half, so that the rise in coolant temperature doubles. Then:

\[ \frac{h_{\text{L-REQ}}}{h_1} = 1 + \frac{h_1 A_S}{(w_C C_P)} \]

The term \( h_1 A_S/w_C C_P \) can be estimated by assuming a spanwise oriented cylinder heated over half its surface area. Cooling channels have internal Stanton numbers about 0.010. A channel has a length-to-diameter ratio near 10. Using these values gives \( h_1 A_S/w_C C_P = 0.2 \). A rectangular cooling channel with a width to vane span ratio of 0.05 gives the same value for \( h_1 A_S/w_C C_P \).

Figure 6 shows the required heat transfer ratio for all film cooling and no film cooling. While film cooling has a higher slope, the effect of accounting for the increased cooling temperature is expected to be small.

Other internal cooling approaches can have \( h_{\text{L-REQ}}/h_1 \) more independent of \( h_1 A_S/w_C C_P \). If impingement cooling is used in conjunction with all film cooling, the inlet and local values of \( T_{\text{C}} \) are the same.

Internal heat transfer. To compare the change in cooling flows due to TBCs and film cooling, calculations were made using an impingement heat transfer scheme. Of the several approaches for internal cooling available, this approach is taken because it addresses the relevant internal cooling issues, and is suitable for a two dimensional analysis. This scheme also has similarities to film cooling heat transfer. The correlation given by Florschuetz et al.[26] for a staggered array of holes is used. With no cross-flow the Nusselt number based on jet diameter, \( d \) is:

\[ Nu_{\text{NC}} = 0.363 (x/d)^{-0.554} (y/d)^{-0.422} (z/d)^{0.068} Re_0^{0.727} Pr^1/3 \]

where \( z/d \) is the normalized distance to the surface. \( x/d \) and \( y/d \) are the pitches of the holes. For simplicity, \( z/d \) is assumed equal to \( y/d \).

With cross-flow the Nusselt number is reduced by:

\[ Nu_d = Nu_{\text{NC}} \left(1 - Cr(x/d)^N x(y/d)^N (z/d)^N \left( G_{\text{CR}} / G_3 \right)^{NG} \right) \]

\( G_{\text{CR}} \) and \( G_3 \) are the mass fluxes for the cross-flow and jet respectively. In-line impingement holes have a lower cross-flow penalty than do staggered impingement holes. For in-line holes \( Cr = 0.596, N_x = -0.103, N_y = -0.38, N_z = 0.803 \), and \( NG = 0.561 \).

Without cross-flow the Nusselt number is relatively insensitive to the wall-to-jet spacing, \( z/d \). However, the cross-flow reduction is strongly influenced by this ratio. Exclusive of upstream cross flow, \( z/S \) times \( G_{\text{CR}} / G_3 \) is proportional to the total cross flow-to-jet flow ratio, with \( S \) being the length of the impinged surface.

Using the relationship for the internal Stanton number that \( St_1 = Nu_d/Re_d Pr = h_1 A_S/w_C C_P \), a figure of merit can be defined. This figure of merit is the heat transfer coefficient divided by the coolant flow rate per unit surface length and span. It is given by:

\[ \frac{h_1 A_S}{w_C} = \frac{4 Nu_d C_P}{\pi Re_d Pr} \left( \frac{x}{d} \right)^2 \]

Figure 7 shows \( h_1 A_S/w_C \) for the no cross-flow case as a function of the unit Reynolds number for the jet, \( Re_j = Re_d/d \). As the ordinates increases, the required coolant flow decreases for a given value of \( h_1 \). The unit Reynolds number of the jet is related to the external unit Reynolds number, since both have nearly the same total pressure. If the jet Mach number is 0.25, and the coolant-to-gas temperature ratio, \( T_C/T_G \), is 0.5, the coolant unit Reynolds number is about half of the mainstream unit exit Reynolds number. For these assumptions the coolant unit Reynolds number is about 250,000 cm⁻¹. The figure of merit is not a strong function of \( z/d \), and a \( z/d = 5 \) is used. Curves are shown for hole diameters, 0.5mm, 1.0mm, and 2.5mm. As the hole diameter decreases \( h/w_C \) increases. Not surprisingly, small diameter holes give better figures of merit. The implication in this figure is to use the small values for \( d \), and \( Re_j \), and large values for \( x/d \). However, they cannot be arbitrarily chosen. \( h_1 \), which depends on these parameters, must be large enough to achieve the desired maximum material temperature.
greater than 0.4. It initially seemed appropriate to base a minimum Nusselt number on channel flow using the cross flow mass flux, $G_{CR}$. However, this approach has the heat transfer increasing with increasing $G_{CR}$, in contradiction to the experimental data.

Heat transfer comparisons are made assuming the entire vane is cooled using jet impingement cooling. It is recognized that impingement is not practical in the aft portion of the vane, where a pin fin arrangement may be needed. However, it is felt that, whatever internal cooling approach is used, that the relative effects of relying on a TBC on the choice of using internal only or film cooling would be similar.

**Benefits of TBCs.** Because of the low conductivity of the TBCs, the heat flux is greatly reduced. For a constant maximum metal temperature the temperature decrease across the metal is less with TBCs. Consequently, the wall-to-coolant temperature difference is larger, and less internal coolant is required. This is illustrated in figure 9, where the ratio of internal cooling with TBCs to internal cooling without TBCs is given as a function of the normalized external heat transfer coefficient. Figure 9 shows why film cooling is presently used. When the ordinate ratio goes to zero, the inner wall temperature is the same as the coolant gas temperature for a metal only blade, and an infinite amount of cooling is required. With film cooling the curves shift to the right as $\eta$ increases. When $\eta$ increases sufficiently, only a reasonable amount of cooling is needed. As $h_O$ decreases, the ratio of $h_l$ with and without TBCs approaches one. If the external heat flux is very low, the required internal cooling is low, and is less affected by the presence of a TBC. Increasing $\eta_l$ reduces $h_{O_{EFF}}$, which has the same overall effect as reducing the abscissa.

**Fig. 7** Sensitivity of coolant to geometry parameters.

**Fig. 8** Effect of cross flow on required coolant flow.

Figure 8 shows the cross-flow effect on Nusselt number for $G_{CR}/G_{JET} = 1$, and illustrates the limitations of internal only cooling. Small $z/d$ values are needed to minimize the heat transfer reduction due to cross flow. However, small $z/d$ values result in large coolant pressure drops unless the hole spacing, $x/d$ is large. Maximizing $x/d$ minimizes the reduction in heat transfer due to cross flow. When all the internal cooling is used for film cooling, there is no cross flow. When no film cooling is used, the mass flux ratio approaches one, and can significantly reduce the internal $h$.

Figure 8 shows $Nu_{d}$ going to zero at different combinations of $x/d$ and $z/d$ values. This is due to extrapolation of the correlation beyond its data base. Florschuetz et al.[25] showed results where the ordinate in figure 8 was greater

---

**Fig. 9** Effect of TBC on required $h_l$.
The approach used to determine if there are benefits to internal only cooling when TBCs are used can be summarized as follows:
1) Choose coolant temperature ratio, $T_C/T_G$, maximum metal temperature ratio, $T_M/T_G$, and $k/t$ values for both the metal and TBC.
2) Choose external heat transfer coefficients at different Reynolds numbers for both solid and film cooled vanes.
3) Choose effectiveness values for the film cooled vane.
4) Calculate external and internal surface temperatures for solid and film cooled vanes with and without a TBC.
5) Calculate the internal heat transfer coefficients for film cooled vane, and reduced heat transfer coefficients due to cross-flow for an internal only cooled vane.
6) Determine the required $x/d$ for an internal unit Reynolds number of 250,000cm$^{-1}$, and for this $x/d$ determine the required coolant flow rate for the entire vane surface.
7) Determine the coolant-to-mainstream flow rates for the different conditions.

**Comparison of TBC and metal vane heat transfer.**

Fixed metal outer surface temperature. The choice of film cooled or only internal cooling for TBC coated vanes is dependent on specific applications. To illustrate a framework for making cooling choices, it is helpful to choose a specific vane geometry. To maintain the focus on the issues of film cooling and coatings a simple two-dimensional flow case is used. Because data are available that illustrate several of the factors affecting external heat transfer for film cooling in references 5 and 6, this vane geometry is chosen. Where available, data at the highest turbulence intensity (6%), are used. The data at lower turbulence intensities show internal only cooling in a more favorable light, but are not as representative of engine vane inlet conditions. While these references have data at different exit Mach numbers, only the 0.9 Mach number data are used here.

Table II summarizes the comparison between film and non-film cooling for metal only designs and designs using a TBC coated vane. The vane surface is divided into three somewhat arbitrary regions. The leading edge region is between the first row of coolant holes on the pressure surface and the first row of holes on the suction surface. Film cooling in this region was based on the results of Eckard et al.[14]. The heat transfer coefficient was increased by nearly 20% over the non-film cooled data. The film cooling flow rate was scaled from the experimental data. The leading edge region was 18% of the total surface area. The suction surface region is from the cooling holes to the trailing edge. This distance is 140 hole diameters, and 46% of the total surface distance. Similarly, the pressure surface distance is from the cooling holes to the trailing edge. This distance is 110 hole diameters, (36%), of the total surface distance. The coolant ratio is the amount of coolant required per unit span divided by the main flow rate per unit span, $(\rho V)_{IN}P$.

Calculations were done with an impingement diameter of 0.5mm. All coolant flow rates were calculated assuming no cross flow. At these temperatures the metal only calculations which included cross flow correction resulted in extremely high flow rates, and more importantly, impractical impingement array parameters. To accommodate cross flow the jet diameters were extremely large.

The external heat transfer coefficients in Table II are based on the experimental Nusselt numbers and a thermal conductivity at 200$^\circ$K. The $h_1$ values are calculated to maintain a maximum metal temperature of 1400$^\circ$K. The internal heat transfer coefficients are calculated using the conductivity of air at 1000$^\circ$K.

Table IIa shows nearly a ten fold reduction in coolant flow rates when a TBC is used. This is primarily due to an increase in the surface temperature when a TBC is used. This results in lower vane heat fluxes. Consequently, the metal inner wall temperatures increase, which results in lowered required internal heat transfer coefficients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II. Average coolant flows</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>a) Internal only cooling</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re_{2-C} \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading edge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_O, W/m^2K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s, mm$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_s/T_G$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_1, W/m^2K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_I/T_G$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolant ratio, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suction surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_O, W/m^2K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s, mm$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_s/T_G$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_1, W/m^2K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_I/T_G$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolant ratio, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_O, W/m^2K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s, mm$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_s/T_G$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_1, W/m^2K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_I/T_G$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolant ratio, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolant ratio, %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table II concluded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Metal only</th>
<th>TBC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Re_{e_{-c}} \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading edge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{O, W/m^2 K}$</td>
<td>7214</td>
<td>7214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{O_{-ref}, W/m^2 K}$</td>
<td>6012</td>
<td>4429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_{mm}$</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_S/T_G$</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{s, W/m^2 K}$</td>
<td>16001</td>
<td>9790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{T/G}$</td>
<td>0.636</td>
<td>0.636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolant ratio, internal, %</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolant ratio, film, %</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Suction surface

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Metal only</th>
<th>TBC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$h_{O, W/m^2 K}$</td>
<td>7039</td>
<td>7039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{O_{-ref}, W/m^2 K}$</td>
<td>5866</td>
<td>4925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_{mm}$</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_S/T_G$</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{s, W/m^2 K}$</td>
<td>13224</td>
<td>11500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{T/G}$</td>
<td>0.615</td>
<td>0.629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolant ratio, internal, %</td>
<td>11.73</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolant ratio, film, %</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pressure surface

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Metal only</th>
<th>TBC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$h_{O, W/m^2 K}$</td>
<td>4208</td>
<td>4208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{O_{-ref}, W/m^2 K}$</td>
<td>3507</td>
<td>3326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_{mm}$</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_S/T_G$</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{s, W/m^2 K}$</td>
<td>7054</td>
<td>6577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{T/G}$</td>
<td>0.649</td>
<td>0.652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolant ratio, internal, %</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coolant ratio, film, %</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total

| Coolant ratio, internal, % | 18.55 | 9.93 | 0.95 | 0.81 |
| Coolant ratio, film, %  | 2.24 | 2.24 | 2.24 | 2.24 |

Overall coolant ratio, % 22.20 12.17 3.19 3.05

The metal only total cooling flows in Table IIa are between 10 and 15% of the mainstream flow. These flow ratios are too high to be ejected from the trailing edge. Thulin et al.[24] in their design for a high pressure turbine had less that 2% of the mainstream air ejected from the trailing edge. The required coolant when TBC's are used is less than 2% of the mainstream flow.

Comparing Table IIa and Table IIb for the metal only vane shows a large amount of internal cooling is required, even with film cooling. In practice, additional cooling rows would be added to reduce the required internal cooling. When the film cooling flows are added to the internal flows, internal only cooling results in lower coolant flow rates. Film cooling causes laminar boundary layers to become turbulent. Comparisons at Reynolds numbers of 1 and 2 million indicate that at higher Reynolds numbers the penalty associated with early boundary layer transition would be less.

Comparisons of Table IIa and Table IIb for the TBC vanes leads to a different conclusion. With film cooling, the internal cooling ratio is consistently lower than for the non-film cooled results. However, the film cooling flow rate is more than twice the internal only coolant. Overall, the total coolant flow rate with film cooling is nearly three times as great as the non-film cooled flow rate at both Reynolds number. This indicates that at high Reynolds numbers internal only cooling may still be preferred.

Since the internal cooling flow rates were much less with a TBC coating, the increase in internal cooling after accounting for cross flow was not large. On average, the increase in internal cooling flows was 20% or less. If the increase in cooling due to cross flows had been included in Table IIa, the total cooling ratio would still be less than 1.5% for a TBC coating.

Fixed TBC outer surface temperature. The primary reason for the low cooling rates associated with the reliance on TBC coatings is the high surface temperatures, where $T_S/T_G$ is in the range of 0.860 to 0.882. For $T_G = 2000K$, surface temperatures exceed $1720K$. While these temperatures are close to the future goals for TBC surface temperatures, they are significantly higher than current.
Table III concluded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_{MO}/T_G$</th>
<th>0.700</th>
<th>0.725</th>
<th>0.700</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_C/T_G$</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Re_{2-D} \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Surface**

- **Leading edge**
  - $h_o, W/m^2K$: 7214, 5315, 7214, 5315
  - $\eta$: 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1
  - $\phi$: 0.450, 0.450, 0.400, 0.400, 0.429, 0.429
  - $h_{CO-EFF}, W/m^2K$: 5611, 4134, 5411, 3987, 5304, 4069
  - $s_{mm}$: 27, 27, 27, 27, 27, 27
  - $T_S/T_G$: 0.775, 0.775, 0.800, 0.800, 0.775, 0.775
  - $h_1, W/m^2K$: 9088, 5993, 6262, 4271, 7345, 5038
  - $T_1/T_G$: 0.629, 0.655, 0.673, 0.686, 0.666, 0.681
  - **Internal $wC$, %**: 1.55, 0.66, 0.72, 0.33, 1.00, 0.46
  - **Film $wC$, %**: 0.36, 0.36, 0.36, 0.36, 0.36, 0.36

**Suction surface**

- $h_o, W/m^2K$: 7039, 5911, 7039, 5911
- $\eta$: 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1
- $\phi$: 0.450, 0.450, 0.400, 0.400, 0.429, 0.429
- $h_{CO-EFF}, W/m^2K$: 5475, 4598, 5280, 4483, 5378, 4520
- $s_{mm}$: 70, 70, 70, 70, 70, 70
- $T_S/T_G$: 0.775, 0.775, 0.800, 0.800, 0.775, 0.775
- $h_1, W/m^2K$: 8772, 6891, 6262, 4271, 7345, 5038
- $T_1/T_G$: 0.640, 0.650, 0.673, 0.686, 0.667, 0.676
- **Internal $wC$, %**: 3.73, 2.27, 1.75, 1.11, 2.47, 1.56
- **Film $wC$, %**: 1.57, 1.57, 1.57, 1.57, 1.57, 1.57

**Pressure surface**

- $h_o, W/m^2K$: 4208, 3991, 4208, 3991
- $\eta$: 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1
- $\phi$: 0.450, 0.450, 0.400, 0.400, 0.429, 0.429
- $h_{CO-EFF}, W/m^2K$: 3273, 3104, 3156, 2994, 3204, 3048
- $s_{mm}$: 55, 55, 55, 55, 55, 55
- $T_S/T_G$: 0.775, 0.775, 0.800, 0.800, 0.775, 0.775
- $h_1, W/m^2K$: 4473, 4191, 3051, 2549, 3065, 3525
- $T_1/T_G$: 0.664, 0.666, 0.695, 0.696, 0.691, 0.692
- **Internal $wC$, %**: 0.74, 0.64, 0.38, 0.34, 0.50, 0.45
- **Film $wC$, %**: 0.31, 0.31, 0.31, 0.31, 0.31, 0.31

**Total**

- **Internal $wC$, %**: 5.02, 3.57, 2.85, 1.78, 3.97, 2.47
- **Film $wC$, %**: 2.24, 2.24, 2.24, 2.24, 2.24, 2.24

**Overall $wC$, %**: 7.26, 5.81, 5.09, 4.02, 6.21, 4.71

Table III shows that allowing the outer metal temperature ratio, $T_{MO}/T_G$, to increase from 0.700 to 0.725, and maintaining the same temperature drop across the TBC coating results in less required coolant. More importantly, comparing parts a and b shows that the total required coolant air is reduced by more than 1.5%, when no film cooling is used. The rates of 2.5 to 3.3% are low enough that they could be ejected from the trailing edge.

Comparing the first two and last two columns in Table III shows that a 50° decrease in coolant supply temperature decreases the required coolant by about one percent when film cooling is used. When no film cooling is used, the decrease is greater, approaching two percent at the lower Reynolds number.

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

An analysis of the sensitivity of NOx production to cooling flow rates showed that even a small reduction in vane cooling can significantly reduce NOx production. Halving the vane cooling flow rate from ten to five percent may reduce NOx by twenty five percent.

An analysis of the effects of TBC coatings on the required vane cooling flows showed that internal only cooling may be appropriate for designs relying on the TBC to maintain a maximum metal temperature. For low vane Reynolds numbers, associated with small vane sizes, internal only cooling is attractive because the early transition to turbulence due to the cooling holes may be avoided. With a TBC the sensitivity of cooling flows to Reynolds number was less than for the metal only assumption.

Overall, the calculations using the GlennHT code were a reasonably good predictor of heat transfer changes due to film cooling. If film cooling is not used, there is a need for accurate transition modeling, when predicting blade heat transfer. Also, there is a need for modeling to account for the effects of freestream turbulence on heat transfer, especially when the flow is laminar. Designing a flow path that delays transition is especially beneficial for internal only cooling approaches.

Even though internal only cooling flow rates were less than the film cooling rates for metal vanes, the internal only cooling flow rates were still high, and their implementation was impractical. With a TBC internal only cooling becomes practical due to the much lower flow rates. Improving film cooling effectiveness would reduce the relative advantage of internal only cooling using a TBC. Internal only cooling also minimizes the possibility of unburned fuel burning on the vane surface due to the oxygen rich unburned cooling air. However, if the blowing ratio could be reduced, without increasing the possibility of hot gas ingestion, the relative advantage of internal only cooling would decrease.
The analysis presented in this work was focused on the effects of relying on a TBC from the standpoint of cooling flow requirements. Because of the large reduction in cooling requirements when relying on a TBC, internal only may be attractive. Whether internal only or film cooling or a combination of both is used depends on the specific application.
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Appendix A

Ratio of coolant flows with and without extraction

Without film cooling the one dimensional heat balance is given by:

$$h_O(T_G - T_{TBCO}) = (k/t)_{TBC}(T_{TBCO} - T_{TBCI})$$

$$(k/t)_{TBC}(T_{TBCO} - T_{TBCI}) = (k/t)_M(T_{TBCI} - T_{TMI})$$

$$(k/t)_M(T_{TBCI} - T_{TMI}) = h_1(T_{TMI} - T_C)$$

$T_G$ is the design gas temperature, and is typically greater than $T_{40}$ after accounting for a pattern factor, and a recovery factor. Values are assumed for $h_O/(k/t)_M$, $(k/t)_{TBC}/(k/t)_M$, $T_C/T_G$, and $T_{TBCI}/T_G$, where $T_{TBCI}$ is also the maximum metal temperature. The equations are solved for the remaining temperatures and $h_1/(k/t)_M$.

Han, Dutta, and Ekkad [21] showed that, for a variety of internal cooling schemes, the Nusselt number is proportional to the Reynolds number to a power, $n$, with $0.65 \leq n \leq 0.75$. Since the Reynolds number is directly proportional to the internal cooling flow rate,

$$w_C \propto h_1^{1/n}$$

When film cooling is used, $T_G$ is replaced by the adiabatic wall temperature $T_{AW}$, which is found from the film effectiveness.

The beneficial effects of film cooling are offset to some degree by an increase in $h_O$. If using film cooling causes a laminar boundary layer to become turbulent, the increase in $h_O$ can be substantial.

When film cooling is used there is an additional penalty to the cooling flow rates. Not all the cooling air is available for internal cooling. If all of the coolant is extracted for film cooling, the average internal coolant flow is reduced by half. The ratio of coolant required with film cooling to the coolant required with only internal cooling is:

$$\frac{w_{C\text{-Film}}}{w_{C\text{-NoFilm}}} = \left(\frac{h_{1\text{-Film}}}{h_{1\text{-NoFilm}}}\right)^{1/n} \left(\frac{1}{1 - 0.5w_{C\text{-EXT}}/w_{C\text{-Film}}}\right)$$

$w_{C\text{-EXT}}/w_{C\text{-Film}}$ is the fraction of film cooling extracted through the film cooling holes.

The results in figure 5 were generated assuming $n = 0.75$. This high value for $n$ gives a conservative value for $w_{C\text{-Film}}/w_{C\text{-NoFilm}}$. 
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